
Agrow-Clean™
Whole Farm

Treatment  System

Proxy-Clean® and Stenner have 
partnered to provide the grower 

with a top of the line water 
treatment system



Unique Features
Lockable programming with password protection

Heavy duty splined shaft - Why is this important?

A regular shaft can wear and cause a wobble in the roller mechanism 
which can cause the loss of prime or the inability to prime

Built in leak detection and automatic shutdown

It has a tube timer to remind the grower when to change the tube

Built in signal repeater to run to controller or another pump



Reliable
Water and UV resistant and meets IEC specification IP65

Rated for outdoor use with fully enclosed housing

Brushless motor with ball bearings rated for long term use

Econ and Integrator pumps come with a 1 year warranty, the Agrow-
Clean™ comes with a 2 year warranty

The heavy duty tube only needs to be changed about every 6 months 
(vs every 30 to 60 days)



Versatile
Does not lose prime when in standby mode or when changing chemicals

Easy on/standby mode

It works with any existing pulse output water meter

No vapor lock and suitable for off gassing applications

Is not affected by back pressure

Anti-Siphon design

Can treat up to 315,000 gallons of water per day at 50 ppm H2O2



Affordable

Treat the entire farm with 1 pump

Run multiple pumps (chemicals) off one water meter

Reduce labor costs by not having to make stock solutions

Precise chemical metering



Large control panel with buttons spaced to 
provide easier operation and programming 



Our new 5 gallon 
containers also make 

the set up and 
continued use of the 

Agrow-Clean™ system 
easily manageable
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